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PART-A(f0 x2=20 Marksi
Ansr,r'er aLL Qr.restions

What do -vou mean by abstract data type?

Differentiate the array based implementation and linked listed based
implementation of data structures"
Convert the follawing expression to pclst-fix: (A+B)*C. 2,Ki,{:o2

Compare and oontrast the differences between Stack and Queue ADTs. 2,K2,ca2

in a binary tree rvith n nodes. everv node has an odd number of 2,K2,{:(}i

descendants. Er.erv node is considered to be its own descendant. What is
the number of nodes in the tree that have exactly',one child?
While inserting the elements 71, 65,84,69,67,83 in an empty Binary 2,K2,co3

Search Tree (BST) in the sequence shoiam, what will be the element in the
lowest level.
Draw the adjacency list representatinn following Graph. 2,K2,CO4
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8. What is the rnaximurn nirmber of edges in an acyclic undirecte<i graph rnith
n vertices?

9. Mention the significance using the hash function in hashing operations.

i0. Write short notes on the complexity analysis of the quick sort algorithm

PART-B(5x13=65Marks)
Answ'er ALL Questions

1 1. a) Write an aigci'ithm to perform insertion and rleletion ot' elements in a
doubly circular iinked iist and algorithrn for the displaying the contents

of the list frorn the tail node.
OR

Kl - Remember; K2 - Unclerstand; K3 - Apply; K4 * Analyze; K5 - Evaluate; K6 * Create
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b) Write en alg<lrithm to perfomr insertion at the encl and deletion of ts,K3.coj
etrements at first in a singly cir:cular linked list and algorithrn for the
disp:laying the crontents of the list flon-r the tail node.

12. a) Validate the foJi."r,,ving expression using si.ack by checkir.lg r,vhcrtrer ihe t3"Ks,co2

parenthesis is balanced using reievant diagram and explanation.
{ 1+{2*a}/3 } 

-t-[ {4x(b+c)t(s-d-e)} /r].
OR

it) Convert the given ((A-B)-((C+Di+G*F)) expression in to posrfix t3,Ki,co2

expression using stack and evaluate that post fix expression using stack
with A:80, B:3, C:l0,D : E:2, F =4. Represent by proper diagram
the state r:f stack after each step.

i3" a) Make a ilinary Search Tree far the following sequence of numirers ti,K3,co|
45,32"9A34,58,72,15,21,3t)^66,Li,50,10 Traverse the Binary Search
Tree created in Preorrier, Incrder and Fostorder.

OR
b) Write an algorithm tbr constructing an ex.pression tree and explain hox' t t,K3,{:o3

the given expression is converted to an expression tree.

{(a*b) -r (c*ri)) * (e/f ')

14. a) Explain disjoint set with appropriate pseudo code and its t3,K2'co4

implementation of find, makeset anri union algorithrns.
OR

b) Explain in detail about the graph Cata structure and its application. and 13'K-2,co4

list its different t1'pes rvith exampies and aiso iilustrate the d.iffbrent
representation of graphs.

15. a) Given input {4371, 1323,6173" 4199,4344,9679, i989} znd a hash t3,Ki,cas

lincticn h(x,t : X(mod 10), show the result of separate chaining hash

table and open addressing hash iable using quadratic probing.
OR

b.1 Write an algorithrn litr Quick Sort and Merge sort. Sort the following 1"7'K3'cos

list of characters using that algorithm G, Fl, .I, A, Z, C), J'{, M.

PART - C (1 x 15 = 15 &Iarks)

16. a) Apply the Depth First Search and Breadth First Search Aigorithm on t5'K3'co4

the foliowing graph alcl tvrite the possible sequence of traversal

using visuai illustration for
i) '8' as the stlurce vertex an<J

ii) '5' as the sourse vertex

Kl * Remember; K2 - Understand; Kj - Appty; K4 * Ana$,ze; K5 - Evaluate; K6 - create lIv24
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II

b) Explain the aigorithms for finding minimurn spanning tree
(i) Kruskal's algorithm.
(ii) Prim's algorithm.

8,K3,CO4

7,K3,CO4
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